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Yun Chujiu frowned. This place was different from the last time she was trapped. While she was at the 

bottom of the sea, she could still think of a way to find the enchantment barrier. However, this place 

was boundless and she could not think of a way to find out where the barrier was. 

 

Even if she could find the enchantment using an object as a reference point, it would still take several 

months. At that time, Fifth Sister and the others might have already lost their lives. She had to find a 

solution as soon as possible. 

 

Yun Chujiu carefully recalled the incident in the ancient sword tomb. Since it was the Godly Devil Hall’s 

doing, there had to be some similarities. If she carefully figured it out, and she would definitely find 

something to learn from. 

 

Yun Chujiu thought hard for a long time, and then her eyes lit up. 

 

Although the Godly Devil Hall could control the ancient array formation, the ancient array formation had 

developed an intelligence after tens of thousands of years. The Godly Devil Hall could not completely 

control it, just like when she provoked the wild heavenly lightning in the array formation last time. If the 

Godly Devil Hall could completely control the array formation, they would not have let the wild heavenly 

lightning strike me and exhaust its Spirit Stones. She could use the same method and provoke the array 

formation here to see if there were any flaws. 

 

Moreover, although the area she was in had a lot of yellow rank high-grade herbs, there were very few 

black rank herbs. This meant that this was very likely only the outer valley of the western valley. Even if 

there were an array formation here, it would not be too powerful. She should be able to find an 

opportunity. 

 

Thinking of this, Yun Chujiu first ate a few big meat buns and replenished her strength, only then did she 

start to shout towards the sky, “Hey, the array formation here can’t be stupid, right?! Otherwise, why 

would she spend Spirit Stones to surround such an area that didn’t have any valuable herbs? Isn’t that 

waste of resources?! Ah but that’s right, you’re a stupid idiot! So of course you’d do something dumb 

like that! 



 

“TSK tsk, I feel sad for your array formation. Other arrays are busy guarding those high-level spiritual 

medicine areas, but you’re guarding a place that’s just full of weeds. It’s obvious that you’re being 

ostracized!” 

 

“I reckon that a weakling like you probably doesn’t have any special ability, right?! Can you even use 

lightning strikes? I reckon you can’t, right?! Tsk tsk you’re weak!” 

 

… 

 

Yun Chujiu cursed as she looked around. When the formation was activated, there would be spiritual 

fluctuations. Perhaps she would be able to spot some on the formation’s boundary. 

 

Yun Chujiu cursed for a while. Seeing that there was no reaction, she decided to let out the Little Black 

Bird. “Little Black, you scold it. I’ll look for a flaw while you work.” 

 

“Master, don’t worry! I’m the best at scolding people. Regardless of whether it’s a human, a beast, or a 

rune spirit, I guarantee that I’ll anger it to death!” Little Black Bird said smugly. 

 

Little Black Bird held his waist with one short wing and pointed at the sky with the other. 

 

“Wah — wah, You shameless rune spirit, you want to trap me here! Pah! With that pathetic look of 

yours, you still think you can trap me?!” 

 

“I just think that you’re too stupid to be saved. I’ll stay here and watch you make a fool of yourself! 

You’re not convinced, are you? I bet you’re so stupid that you can’t even count to ten! See! You didn’t 

dare to make a sound, right?! I knew you couldn’t count from one to ten! If you can strike me with ten 

bolts of lightning, prove it to me!” 

 



Following the scolding of the Little Black Bird, a dark cloud floated over from the sky and struck the Little 

Black Bird with a bolt of lightning! 

 

The Little Black Bird couldn’t fly here. It deliberately flapped its wings pitifully and fled in all directions. 

As it ran, it provoked, “F*ck! You stupid rune spirit, you used lightning to strike me but you missed! You 

can’t strike me, you can’t strike me. You even hit little old me!” 

 

Yun Chujiu gestured to Little Black Bird with a thumbs up. She indicated for him to stall for as long as 

possible so that she could find the source of the spiritual energy fluctuation.. 

 


